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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, April 15
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Bring a pen and a note book, you are going to want to take notes

Agenda:
6:30

Early Bird Class with Brian

7:00 – 8:00 Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Vendor parade - We have a wave of new vendors who are here to help us
make or save money doing things that we already do.
Houses for sale – Members can present one property for sale.
We will also be covering business management issues, mentoring, subgroups, and a host of other things that you need to know to have a
profitable 2014. See you there.
8:00 – 9:00 Class 1: Facebook Marketing – (Brian Fine)
How this social media icon can make you more money. Landlords get more
rent and fewer vacancies, flippers find better flips, wholesalers get deals that
others will never see.
Class 2: How to profit from REO – Bank Owned properties (Jim Uhler)
if you are interested in learning how to buy low and sell high (or hold and
rent) Then you need to learn the right way to buy property from banks

Owner financed and cash flow properties for sale
East Palestine OH
3 bed 1.5 bath, hard wood floors. In ground pool, acre lot. 110k total, 10k down and 1000 per
month. 100% owner financed.
Email PittsburghREIA@aol.com for details and to see property
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Carnegie PA
6 unit, fully occupied. Current Net opertaing income (gross income minus expenses) $22,900.
Building in great shape. Turnkey investment $225,000
Email thewarreneteam@gmail.com for details
Carnegie PA
Single family home, $53k – owner will finance with release fee and $500 per month. I own a duplex
a bloce away that rents for $750 on each side.
Email washington212@netzero.net
Pitcarin PA
4 unit, mostly vacant – gross potential rent is $3000 per month, will owner finance with 20k down
and $1500 per month, total price 130k
Email washington212@netzero.net
Greentree PA
Own your dream house, perfect 3 bed 1.5 bath house, close to everything. No bank qualifying,
owner will finance entire purchase at $2500 per month with release fee. Serious inquiries only
Email l.a.walter@live.com for details
Butler PA
Income property, currently rented at $750 per month, below market rent. Owner will finance with
$750 per month, raise the rent and make a profit from day one while someone else (tenant) buys
the property for you. Need solid skin in the game for this one. Make an offer. 65k.
Email rcorbin@rlcproperties.com for details

Do you like to travel?
Do you like to make money?
Interested in doing both?
Watch the video at www.vacationsooner.com
I have been traveling a lot lately. I have also been saving a ton on my travels and you should too. I
recently went to Dallas for an event and I got a rate on the hotel that was 30% below what real estate
guru Ron LeGrand and Marketing Guru Dan Kennedy were paying. I have been saving like this on
airfare, cruises, hotels, etc. I haven’t turned this into a business yet because I am too tied up with real
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estate, but I have a buddy who quit doing real estate because of the money he is making by helping
people save money on their vacations. How does a week in Scotland, staying in 4 castles, and paying
$450 for the entire experience sound?
If discount travel excites you then email me directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com and I will get you details
on how to save money for yourself and how to turn this into a business.

Silly Hat Day
In an attempt to see who actually reads this insanely valuable newsletter, full of discounts,
special deals, and wisdom from outside of our group. I am going to do something silly. This
next meeting will be silly hat day. Anyone wearing a silly hat will be eligible for a special prize
awarded to the best silly hat. I’m not going to tell you what that prize is but its something that
you will want. I will be wearing my silly hat and choosing the winner. Look for more silly details
in future newsletters.

Landlord Jailed After Failing To Make Changes To Suspected Crack House
PITTSBURGH (KDKA) – A landlord is in jail, after he failed to make changes ordered by a judge.
Neighbors on Constance Street in Spring Garden are celebrating. A longtime suspected crack house has
been boarded up and shut down. The owner, 45-year-old Michael Bucaro is in jail. “I’ve lived on this
street four about 32 years,” a neighbor said. “And boy, that was about the worst – with the last couple
years, I’d be going to work at 5-o-clock in the morning and the action going on out there at that time in
the morning.”
Police say between January 2009 and last December, officers came to the house 59 times. Many were
for drug calls, where they found 100 stamped bags of heroin, needles and a crack pipe. Other times,
police responded to drug overdoses on, or near, the property.
The neighbor we spoke to did not want to be identified, but said traffic in and out of the house was
nonstop. “It was just getting so bad, I didn’t want my kids to come down and visit me because I was
afraid of what was going on,” the neighbor said.
A judge ordered Bucaro to pay a $10,000 fine, evict his tenants and board up the house. When Bucaro
didn’t make the changes, he was sentenced to six months in jail unless he makes the changes. Bucaro is
currently in the Allegheny County Jail for contempt of court. A judge will decide if the house will be
demolished.
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13 lessons every startup can learn from Warren Buffett
By: Stuart Thomas, Senior Staff Reporter "VentureBurn"
Warren Buffett was once the richest man on the planet. He’d still probably hold, or at least be close to,
that spot if he hadn’t started giving away large portions of his wealth.
The multi-billionaire is deservedly looked to as something of a guru by many when it comes to
investment and, perhaps even more deservedly, as voice of reason when it comes to the global finance
sector.
The way Buffett lives his life and runs his business interests also contain a number of important lessons
that can be applied to every startup.
Ventureburn has identified 13 of the most significant lessons from the magnate, investor, and
philanthropist and how you can apply them to your startup.
1. Sometimes the next big thing is an old thing
Buffett is known for his investment prowess, for finding small businesses on the up and bringing them
into his Berkshire Hathaway empire. But that’s not always the case. In the late 80s he invested a large
part of his fortune in Coca Cola.
When you’re starting up a new venture, it can be tempting to apply every new and exciting business
model you come across. But sometimes you’ve got to see the merits of a good business built on a solid
platform.
Coca Cola wasn’t in exciting place when Buffett bought his stake in it, but it’s earned him millions upon
millions of dollars in the years since. Just because your startup model seems boring, doesn’t mean it’s
not good.
2. Be able to talk to people
Throughout his teens and into early adulthood, Buffett was incredibly shy. He knew that would be
serious impediment when it came to doing well in business. In a bid to fix the problem he took a public
speaking course by Dale Carnegie, author of How to Win Friends and Influence People. After taking the
course, he felt confident enough to teach an “Investment Principles” night class at the University of
Nebraska-Omaha.
If your startup is going to succeed, you have to be able to sell it and yourself. Even if you’re
bootstrapping, go to as many pitching events as possible and hone your technique. No matter how good
your product is, no one will pay attention to it if you can’t convince them it’s worth paying attention to.
3. Don’t let the market rule what you do. Learn from it
Buffett’s investment principles when it comes to the stock market are guided Benjamin Graham’s
allegory of Mr Market as outlined in the Intelligent Investor. The idea’s fairly simple.
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Instead of viewing the market as a guiding force, you should view it as a person who’s willing to sell you
a product. Sometimes he’ll sell those products at price that’s too high, sometimes it’ll be too low. It was
this principle that led him to invest in Goldman Sachs at the height of the global banking crisis.
When it comes to building your own business, you shouldn’t be guided by what’s doing well “at the
moment” or what people want “right now”. Like the stock market, those things fluctuate. Aim to build
something that will last and isn’t subject to trends.
4. Own your business
Whenever he can, Buffett owns businesses outright. That means he makes all the money outright. Yes
some people need funding but giving investors equity means the money and, in many cases, control of
the business isn’t in your hands.
Don’t ever forget that this is your baby and if you want it to be part of a lasting legacy then you need to
see it through to the end.
5.Don’t get into debt
When Buffett’s daughter wanted to extend her kitchen, she approached him for a loan. He refused. Yup,
one of the richest men on the planet refused his daughter a loan. But that’s part of Buffett’s success.
He’s never been in debt.
This isn’t always a philosophy that’s easy for startups can stick to. After all a business loan can kick-start
your business and not everyone has the capital to get a new venture up and running. But when it’s
possible, bootstrapping is always your best option. Your growth might be a bit slower, but from the
moment you start making a profit, it’ll be yours.
6. Hustle, hustle and hustle some more
When Buffett was a kid, he ran a newspaper route, sold used golf balls and generally did whatever he
could to make money. By the time he was in his early teens, he was earning more than his teachers and
was a dollar millionaire (a far more impressive achievement at the time) before he was 30.
This ties to the previous point. You don’t have to quit your job and get into piles of debt to launch your
startup. A small ecommerce venture or tow that you manage in your spare time could be the
foundations of an eventual empire if run correctly.
7. The house always wins
Buffett once installed a slot machine in his house. His kids started putting their allowances into it. The
lesson here is that if you’re going to gamble, you have to accept the pivotal rule of gambling: the house
always wins.
Launching a startup is risky enough as it is. Don’t gamble on the important things. Work with people
who you know will help you achieve success. If you’re online-based, everything has to work all the time:
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servers, platforms, content management systems. Make sure they do. Gamble on something untested
and the likelihood is you’ll lose out.
8. Invest don’t speculate
Buffett has always said that he invests in a business based on the fact that it will have real and increasing
value. Speculators buys things because they believe someone will buy it off them later at a higher price.
Two startup models operate in a similar way. Given the right model and product, people who build their
startups and invest in them will almost always be successful. It might take them longer, but they will do
well. Those who build businesses on the basis of a trend, and in the hopes that someone will buy it out
quickly, might get the occasional big win but they’ll also lose pretty frequently.
9. Keep it basic
Buffett still lives in a relatively modest house in Omaha, Nebraska. When he was brought in to head of
banking giant Salomon Brothers meanwhile (at an incredibly difficult time for the company), he rode the
subway to the office while all the company’s other senior executives were being driven in private cars.
That common touch has earned Buffett a lot of respect as a business person and as a human being.
The likelihood is that your startup’s product is aimed at ordinary people. Try to remain as ordinary as
possible. Ride a train or a bus from time to time, speak to people on the street. You will learn something
and earn a lot of kudos in the process.
10. Give back
Buffett donates billions of dollars a year to charity, large portions of it through the Bill and Melinda
Gates foundation. He’s never asked that his name be put on anything in return for his donations. In 1988
he articulated this attitude in a pretty profound way:
I don’t have a problem with guilt about money. The way I see it is that my money represents an
enormous number of claim checks on society. It’s like I have these little pieces of paper that I can turn
into consumption. If I wanted to, I could hire 10 000 people to do nothing but paint my picture every day
for the rest of my life. And the GDP would go up. But the utility of the product would be zilch, and I
would be keeping those 10 000 people from doing AIDS research, or teaching, or nursing. I don’t do that
though. I don’t use very many of those claim checks. There’s nothing material I want very much. And I’m
going to give virtually all of those claim checks to charity when my wife and I die.
Even if you aren’t flush with billions like Warren Buffett, you can still give back in some way. Once
you’ve got a little success, you can give your time mentoring other startups, or you can give an
internship to someone who really needs it.
If you’ve got a heavy tech focus, you can lend your expertise to a school. That way, even if you live by a
Gordon Gecko-style “greed is good” philosophy, you could potentially be ensuring you always have a
fresh crop of talent to pick from.
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11. Think independently
Buffett’s wife Susie left Omaha to go in live in California in 1977. Despite this, the two remained married
and continued to have a good relationship. Shortly after leaving, Susie introduced Buffett to Astrid
Menks, who became his companion and (after Susie’s death) his wife.
For a time, Christmas cards from Buffett included signatures from all three. Yes, it was unconventional
but it worked for them.
It’s tempting to go with the crowd and follow fashions, especially online. You could do okay if you catch
a trend on the way up but you’ll fall hard if it falls too. You’ll also never do as well as if you lead and
forge your own path. If you know something works for you, keep doing it no matter what anyone else
says.
12. Don’t micromanage
Buffett and Berkshire Hathaway own a lot of companies. Apparently he only applies the lightest of tillers
to each of those companies. That makes sense. It would be impossible for him to be intimately involved
in each of those companies. For the most part he allows the people in charge of the business to keep
doing what they were when he bought it.
At a certain point, the same rule is going to apply to your startup, You can’t manage every tiny detail. If
you’ve employed the right kind of people then you should be able to leave them to do what you hired
them to do. Interfere too much and you’ll only end up stressing them and yourself out.
13. Break your own rules
There was a time when Buffett wanted nothing to do with derivatives, calling them “financial weapons
of mass destruction”. He later broke his own rule, with Berkshire Hathaway investing in them.
When it comes to the rules you set out for yourself and running a startup, you need to have a certain
amount of flexibility. If, for example, a content management system you swore you’d never use
suddenly starts looking like the best option for you, then you have to at least consider it.

A note about the new building
The new building provides ample space for growth, plenty of parking, and accessibility from the
parkway north. The Masonic Center hosts various conferences and events for the Pittsburgh
community, and we are fortunate to be able to book this location. Don’t worry, you don’t
need to be a Mason to attend and you won’t be asked to join unless you really want to join.
This is just a location that fits our needs. The same as if we were renting a fire hall.
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Windows R Us – presentation and raffle
Windows R Us will be doing a short presentation on their new commercial roofing product,
which I hear is fantastic, and will also be raffling off something special. They didn't tell me what
it is, but the last give away from them was very impressive.

Genius Table
I totally stole this idea from REAPS (the Real Estate Association of Puget Sound, Seattle)
The Genius table is a table full of members who are experts in their investing niche. Starting
off, we will have Sean Burr (commerical) and Andy Kosmach (home repair/rehab) as my first
two stars. Andy has even offered to allow a walk through on one of his rehabs. I need to get
that scheduled before he comes to his senses and withdraws the offer.
We plan to rotate our geniuses, so email me, if you are interested in sitting at the Genius Table some
month. PITTSBURGHREIA@AOL.COM

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of
you who prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often…

Equity Trust is going to do an all day training in Pittsburgh.
It took some work to get them to come here.
Seating is limited, this event will be sold out. This seminar will not be announced to the public
till the 14th of this month. I don’t want any Pittsburgh REIA member to be left out in the cold.
The event will be held on May 31 at the Pittsburgh Airport Marriott. Details are below.
Learn How To Make Big Returns With Your IRA And Never Pay Taxes.
Discover the little-known, but powerful financial tool that could eliminate taxes from your real
estate deals, while boosting your financial future
Hello REIA Members,
Tired of having to pay taxes on the profits after a successful real estate investment? It’s possible
to defer or eliminate tax implications from your real estate investments using a powerful
financial tool – the self-directed IRA.
It’s true! Are you completing successful real estate investments today, but having to pay 20% 30% (or more) on the profits? If you were to do that same deal inside a self-directed IRA, the
taxes could be deferred or even eliminated (depending on the account).
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Successful investors have been using the self-directed IRA as part of their real estate investing
strategy for more than 30 years, but currently only 2% of Americans are using it. You can join
them.
Click or cut and past the link below to register. Remember, you MUST use the promo code that
they provided for this early registration or the website will reject your reservation.
https://www.trustetc.com/resources/events/pittsburgh-workshop.aspx
use promo code – PITTREIA
The registration fee is $57 (includes a free guest)

Private Money
At the end of this month, I have been invited to a private money seminar. This event is for
private lenders, not investors. They have 350 groups scheduled to attend, and Pittsburgh REIA
is on the guest list. The private lenders in attendance are hedge funds, IRA custodians, and
private equity. They have $6.5 billion under management.
I registered Monday, and was told that they are having trouble finding investors for the event. I
will be working my back side off to network with everyone in attendance. My goal is to return
with a list of big private lenders in my pocket. As a club, we have access to just about every
educational resource on earth; we have a great discount program; we have a lot of members
who are movers and shakers. If we can add a river of private money to the mix, then we will
have the best club in America. Wish me luck, screw that, say a prayer. This could be huge.
If you have a big deal in your sites, then email me with details (numbers) so I can try to solicit
private money for you. Make sure to put big deal in the subject line, so I don’t delete
your email or send it to the spam folder.

Ron LeGrand is coming to Pittsburgh - TWICE
As you know, Ron LeGrand is a personal friend of mine and a supporter of the Pittsburgh REIA
Club. Ron is also the most exciting real estate guru alive, bar none. Ron has personally trained
almost all of the other real estate gurus out there. Ron has made so many of his students
wealthy that he goes by the moniker “The Millionaire Maker”. So it is truly a coup that Ron is
coming to our town. Ron LeGrand doesn’t usually do trainings in small cities like ours. In fact,
this will be the first time he has done a one day event in Pittsburgh in over 15 years.
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So I want you to mark the day June 14th on your calendar. Ron will be doing an all-day training,
teaching the techniques that have made so many of his students wealthy. Pittsburgh REIA
members will be able to attend this event for $29 all others will be $59. Email me to reserve
your seat now before tickets go on sale.

I Need Group Leaders
As you know, we have been working very hard to offer more investor and entrepreneur
education than any club in America. To further this goal, we have launched a series of subgroups. These groups meet in between our monthly meetings. Some groups meet once per
week, and other meet once per month. The sub-groups cover a variety of topics including
affordable housing, commercial real estate, using options and lease options, wholesaling,
learning the basics of investing with the Cash Flow game, and more. Each sub-group is a free
benefit to members of the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association. These sub-groups are
only limited by our collective imagination and the supply of people who are willing to lead a
group. As I write this, there are plans for a sheriff sale group, an internet marketing group, and
a REO-short sale group. If you have an idea for a group, or if you want to lead a group, then
email me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com.

“It was character that got us out of bed, commitment that moved us into action,
and discipline that enabled us to follow through.” ~ Zig Ziglar
If you don’t know who Zig Ziglar was, then you need to find out. Zig was probably the greatest
sales trainer to ever live. He had a gift for explaining the how and the why of selling. So why am
I writing about sales to a bunch of real estate entrepreneurs? Because most of what we do can
be classified as selling. This is not just limited to the flippers. If you rent property, then you are
selling the idea that your property is worth more than the tenant is paying in rent. If you buy
property then your negotiations are just a talk were you sell your seller on the idea of accepting
your offer. The better you get at sales, the more money you will make, and PittsburghREIA.com
is all about making money. I was lucky enough to have a copy of Zig’s first book that I inherited
from my father. If you haven’t read it then you should.
Find it here -> http://american-reia.com/zig-ziglar-book/

The book is cheap, and the learning is worth a fortune.
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Featured Discount Provider – Build –A-Sign
Pittsburgh REIA members get 15% off all Build-A-Sign purchases and free ground shipping. If
you use bandit signs, house for sale/rent signs, magnetic vehicle signs, vehicle wraps, or trade
show table displays then this discount if for you. If you don’t use any of these then we need to
have a talk about your marketing efforts.
Yard Signs - Banners - Magnetics
BuildASign.com® makes it simple for anyone to quickly and easily design, proof and order high
quality, custom printed products. BuildASign.com® customers run the gamut from small
business owners and non-profit organizations to franchises and major corporations in virtually
every industry. We serve real estate associations, construction companies, retailers, event and
conference planners, property managers and landlords -- anyone wanting to make a statement.
Whether for business or for fun, is BuildASign's empowering expression around the world.
BuildASign.com® is an easy-to-use, comprehensive online interface that gives customers
complete control of the design and ordering process from start to finish, including text, colors,
design elements, fonts and graphics. They use exclusive design templates and graphic elements
to build your product from scratch, or upload your own graphics, images and designs. Unlike
most custom printing companies, you won't be hit with a setup fee for artwork. Whether you
need a single banner or hundreds of bumper stickers, we've got a wide range of sizes and top
quality materials -- all at affordable prices. Best of all, you can complete your order at any time,
on any day, from anywhere in the world.
BuildASign.com© Guarantee
We don't just claim our products are better, we back it up. If your custom signs aren't
absolutely perfect, call us and we'll make it right. Our team of experts is standing by to make
sure your experience is 100% hassle-free.

REIA Welcomes Hadad Services as its Newest Vendor Member
“WE CLEAN!” That’s been the simple brand message of Hadad Services for the past 27 years.
This local service provider, owned and operated by Karen and Craig Edwards, has seen it all,
from dirty carpets to challenging hoarder situations. And in the process, they are recognized as
one of Angie’s List’s Super Service Providers.
To date, the brand of Hadad Services has been to provide quality all-floor care, general cleaning
services, hoarder evacuation, and related restoration repairs. Starting in February 2014, a new
brand offering will be available through Hadad’s to commercial and residential customers in the
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greater Pittsburgh and surrounding communities. Anti-microbial disinfection and long term
protection.
With the announcement that Hadad Services are now authorized applicators of Bacti-Barrier,
one must ask if this changes their brand message. The beauty of this new service addition is it’s
a complement to their existing list of services.
“Nothing really changes.” says Craig Edwards, Hadad Director of Operations. “We are still a
highly recommended cleaning company. Only now, we can better address the evolving needs of
the marketplace with a more robust service offering.”
One might question the need for Bacti-Barrier disinfecting and protection when one
disinfectant seems to be the same as the next. They might say that they already have a cleaning
service. So what is the difference between Hadad’s Bacti-Barrier process and the cleaning and
disinfecting services done by their current vendor or staff?
Assuming the thoroughness of a cleaning staff themselves is not an issue, the question should
be, “what kind of affectivity are my current services providing?”
Most disinfectants today do an adequate job in killing unwanted bacteria and germs. But their
efficacy has limitations. Think of a disinfectant as a bomb. Ground zero offers maximum
effectiveness. But as the range of the bomb expands outward, it’s microbial killing efficacy
begins to diminish. This is called the “halo effect”. Microbes on the outside of that halo can
survive the kill, and can mutate into resistant strains known as SUPER BUGS. So in essence,
most antimicrobials actually make the germ problems worse.
Hadad uses a 2- step (Bacti-Barrier) process that provides an initial kill. But goes further to
create a long term antimicrobial protective barrier that permanently bonds to every disinfected
surface it touches. It is important to note that the electrostatic application of Bacti-Barrier
protection covers and bonds to entire surface areas. It essentially goes anywhere smoke can go.
This provides 360 degrees of coverage.
The process (shown here) demonstrates what amounts to a magnetic draw of microbes to the
treated surfaces; at which time the microbes are killed on contact. This bonded treatment
guarantees a “NO FLY; NO LAND” microbial kill zone long after the initial disinfecting. 99.9% of
unwanted bacteria including MRSA will die on contact. And it will also provide that barrier of
protection for a long time.
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How long? The Bacti-Barrier product is not a one-time application that never needs to be reapplied. With abrasive contact, the protection will eventually become less effective in time.
Because different surfaces are subjected to differing abrasives, Hadad’s will provide FREE
testing to ascertain the frequency needed for future applications. The important take-away
here is the extended protection that Bacti-Barrier does provides beyond the initial disinfection
cleaning.
Our society today is focused on health. Getting healthy and staying healthy is the mantra. With
education, the “health battle” against germs is winnable. Hadad’s believes that with the
addition of Bacti-Barrier to their arsenal, combined with years of expertise in conventional
cleaning and award winning service, they are positioned well as the “GO TO” cleaning company
for the Pittsburgh area in 2014 and beyond.
NOTE: REIA will receive special pricing for any service we offer. It is our hope that every
member of REIA will try us out. So we encourage all of you to call for free estimates. We look
forward to a long and mutually beneficial relationship with our new friends at REIA.
CARPET CLEANING INTRO SPECIAL FOR REIA MEMBERS ONLY
4 ROOMS (or areas, including steps as an area).....$125.00
SAVE 48%
Includes pre-treatment, extraction and deodorization. Property must be in a 15 mile radius of
DT Pittsburgh or pay an extra mileage fee of $30.00.
Services do not include pet urine remediation. Custom quotes for extra services available upon
request. Offer expires 5/31/14.
When you call, ask about the REIA INTRO SPECIAL
HADAD Services
Newest member of REIA.
412-727-1745

I am really Excited!!!
As some of you know, I am part of a Mastermind Group of REIA club leaders from around the
country. This group is by invitation only and it cost me $5000 to get in. That is some of the best
money that I have ever spent. I am getting some fantastic ideas and I will be bringing them to
PittsburghREIA as soon as I can.
You are already seeing some of these changes.
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From Dustin Griffin and his Atlanta REIA we got the idea for our sub-groups. Atlanta REIA is one
of the biggest REIA’s in America. They have 24 sub-groups with meetings almost every day of
the month. The idea is to have something for everyone. We are all here to make money, but
not all of us are interested in the same topics nor are we all at the same stage in our career. As
a club, we intend to offer some very diverse education choices. We aren’t there yet but we will
be.
At the moment we have:
 Commercial real estate (Sean Burr)
 Wholesalers with Angela Smith and Bonnie Wisniewski assisting
 Affordable Housing Provider Group with Colleen Martin, Casey Martin, and Jim Rauber
 My mentor group (with second group coming soon)
 Cash Flow Game with Kathryn Schimmel. This is fun and educational. How often can
you tie fun with education?
 We are also about to launch a Sheriff Sale Group that you will have to apply to get into
 A REO/foreclosure Group with Jim Uhler.
 Landlord group (coming soon) with Donna Ondo
 I almost forgot we have plans for an internet marketing group.
If you have an idea for a sub-group and you are interested in leading a group then let me
know.

Those Darn Selling Speakers…
From Vena Jones-Cox of Cincinnati REIA and OREIA to Pittsburgh REIA

Nearly every year for the 20+ years I’ve been involved with real estate associations, SOMEONE
has come up to me and asked: “Why do we have all these sales pitches? I paid my dues—I don’t
want to get sold on ANOTHER $99 all-day seminar or ANOTHER $1,000 home study course.”
We hear you.
But there are some things you might want to consider before you pooh-pooh the additional
education that’s offered to you at Pittsburgh REIA. For instance:
1. The nature of real estate education is that we get our general information from our local
associations, groups, but our specific, in-depth information on a given topic from experts
who’ve “been there, done that”—and bothered to write it down into a step-by-step system.
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This isn’t just true in here, and it isn’t just true for new investors: the nature of REIA groups is
that we have limited time to really “dig in” to strategies that members want to know a lot more
about.
For instance, let’s say you’ve decided that wholesaling is the right strategy for you right now.
If Pittsburgh REIA committed all 12 of the regular “main meetings” to that topic for an entire
year, you’d get 30 hours of education—less than the typical wholesaling boot camp, and spread
over the course of an entire year. Plus, the poor members who wanted to know how to be a
successful landlord, or note buyer, or rehabber, would be left out in the cold.
If you want a complete education on ANY specific topic, you’re going to get it the same way I
did, and that every other successful practitioner of that strategy did—by spending additional
time and money on more in-depth, compressed information than it’s possible for Pittsburgh
REIA to give you. Unless, of course, you want Pittsburgh REIA to meet every weeknight of the
year. In which case I’d personally like to invite you to take on that project.
2. “Selling Speakers” are necessary to our in-depth education, and they’re a dime a dozen, but
good ones are rare, and Pittsburgh REIA makes sure you get the good ones. Pittsburgh REIA
only brings in national speakers to our main meetings 2 times a year (that’s less than once a
month, and MUCH more rarely than other REIAs around the country do), and these speakers
are carefully chosen based on the quality of their presentations and products and on their
actual knowledge and experience, NOT based on how much stuff they can push on you in 90
minutes.
Sure, gurus that you cross paths with on the internet have better sales pitches, more over-thetop promises (software that will run your business for you while you go on permanent
vacation? Puh-lease.), and slicker packaging—but when you get your “continuing ed” through
Pittsburgh REIA’s speakers, you know you’re getting quality.
3. Plus, come on—they’re fun and informative. Even if you don’t choose to invest in a selling
speaker’s course, you know that their presentations are funny, well organized, and motivating.
Plus, they drop tons of valuable tidbits that you can use right away. Last year alone, I walked
away from the handful of meetings with selling speakers with pages and pages of notes on how
to improve my business.
Yes, there’s a sales pitch at the end and yes, you’re supposed to politely sit through it even
though you may not be interested in spending any money on their course or workshop or boot
camp.
So you can choose to be annoyed—or you can choose to be educated, amused, and thankful
that your board works so hard to bring the best of the best of the “gurus” to your back yard,
with the sole goal of helping you succeed in your chosen business.
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Reminder from Josh - I can get any course from any speaker in America. I know most of these
guys personally and our reputation as a club is stellar. Email me if you want me to get a course
for you. I have well over $100,000 invested in my education. I really believe in education.

Membership
As we grow in numbers, we will also be able to expand the quantity and quality of things that
we can do.
If your membership is expired, or if you know someone who should be a member, here is a link
to the application form. http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/application_form.pdf
The annual cost is a lot less than value of the discount program alone. Throw in all of the
education, sub-groups, networking, and support that members can access, it’s a no brainer.
Anyone with an interest in real estate or financial freedom should join our club.

Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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